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Shifting Bone works to make familiar again all the pieces of one's self that were almost forgotten.

This collection speaks of one's aching for the unknown, the desperate need to become known to

ourselves, and just how healing love can be.  Alison Malee writes of love, heartache, and healing

with a truthful and delicate touch. This collection is for anyone who has ever felt lost and for those

who were triumphant in finding themselves along the way.
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It has been many years since I picked up a book of poetry on purpose. I have read prolificly over the

years, some of it poetry. This Poetess is beyond her years with thought filled insights, poignent

empathy, and joyous hopefulness for life, love and all things of the world, both ugly and beautiful. It

is exciting to see such inspiring words from this young womyn as a representative of her genre and

her era. It gives me hope in our future as Womyn lead the way with their words! I am anxiously

awaiting her next volumn.

This book speaks to my soul. Even the parts of my soul with which I've lost connection. I've gifted it

to several friends and they all - lovers of poetry and those who aren't typically fans - love it. It

touches their hearts, stirs emotion...and connects us all to the real and primal places within us and

to our longing, desire, and spiritual aspirations and being as women. And she does it all so clearly,

eloquently, succinctly. Thank you, dear poet!

This book is so beautifully written. Alison strings words together in such a way they heal my soul. It's



the perfect book to rest beside your bed and pull out whenever you need to reminded of the

importance of self-love. Highly reccomended for women of all walks of life.

Shifting Bone is an ode to oneself yet consists of relatable tales of love, life, pain and beyond. The

author truly digs deep into her skin & bones, and heart & soul, excavating the nature of her

experiences. With a positive outlook on life, womanhood, motherhood, and partnership, Alison

created a collection that is true to herself and gives the reader lovely poetic language that sinks

deep. Love this book!

I am not a fan of poetry. I have never been, but this book has changed my mind. Alison has a way of

writing that makes you feel like you actually know her and you were there with her. It is written

beautifully and really pulls you in. I picked it up and could not put it down. Hands down my favorite

author. ðŸ˜„

It's been awhile since I bought a poetry book, and certainly one of the first I got because I truly

wanted to read it and not for class. Fantastic! So glad that I was able to read. Can't wait to see what

else Alison releases!

I fell in love with the book! It's inspiring, personal, humorous, emotional, and simply beautiful! I've

already read 5 times and I take away something different each time. I definitely recommend this

book!

Shifting Bone is a beautiful collection of poetry. Start to finish I couldn't put it down. A mix between

Nayyirah Waheed, Rupi Kaur, and a style that is completely her own, Alison weaves the most

incredible sentences and stories. Simplistic and beautiful. Raw. Stunning. Five stars.
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